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Dithiopheneindenofluorene (TIF)
Semiconducting Polymers with
Very High Mobility in Field-Effect
Transistors

A novel bridged donor (TIF) with a large
planar aromatic core is designed and
synthesized using a novel intramolecular
CH activation strategy. This TIF unit is
copolymerized with BT, FBT, DFBT, and
TT repeat units, with the TIF-BT copolymer exhibiting a higher p-type mobility
(2.8 cm2 V−1 s−1) compared to previously
reported IDT-BT and IDTT-BT copolymers using the same device-fabrication
method.
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large-area device fabrication in low-cost,
flexible, and large-area electronic applications.[1–5] Great strides in device performance have been made over the last
decade, achieved though both molecular
design[6–8] and device optimization,[9–14]
resulting in increasing state-of-the-art
charge-carrier mobilities for both smallmolecule and polymer semiconductors.
Benchmark mobility values of greater
than 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 have been regularly
reported for both classes, thus achieving
parity with amorphous silicon; however,
the challenging charge-carrier mobility
specification of 5–10 cm2 V−1 s−1, required
for driving an organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) device[15] remains elusive for polymer semiconductors when
the mobility is correctly measured.[16,17] Although historically,
single crystals of “small” conjugated molecules have exhibited
higher charge-carrier mobilities than solution-processable polymers, in recent years, the gap has been closing, due in part to
advances in exploiting the 1D transport pathways of long delocalized polymer chains exhibiting low energetic disorder.[18,19]
These so-called “short-contact” polymers typically do not exhibit
extensive π-stacking, but instead have highly ordered polymer
backbone conformations with low torsional disorder that facilitate fast intrachain charge transport between sites where short
intermolecular distances and efficient interchain hopping occur.
The primary charge transport is therefore along the chain, the
fastest transport direction, with occasional interchain transport
which is required to transverse the length scale of an organic
transistor channel length (typically at least one micrometer).[20]
Prominent amongst the molecular design motifs of these
short-contact polymer structures has been the indacenodithiophene (IDT) unit.[21] This unit has a rigid, fused-ring molecular
structure due to the bridging sp3 carbon atom; the substituents
on the bridging carbon, typically aliphatic or aromatic groups,
can confer solubility and play a role in determining the thinfilm microstructure. The sp3 hybridization of this bridging
atom also reduces the tendency to π-stack due to enhanced
intermolecular steric effects, resulting in significantly lower
degrees of crystallinity and local ordering than in widely
studied, semicrystalline polyalkylthiophene polymers.[20] Somewhat surprisingly, these lower-ordered microstructures were
able to achieve higher mobilities than the highly crystalline
thiophene polymers. The IDT unit was shown to exhibit a very

The charge-carrier mobility of organic semiconducting polymers is known
to be enhanced when the energetic disorder of the polymer is minimized.
Fused, planar aromatic ring structures contribute to reducing the polymer
conformational disorder, as demonstrated by polymers containing the
indacenodithiophene (IDT) repeat unit, which have both a low Urbach energy
and a high mobility in thin-film-transistor (TFT) devices. Expanding on this
design motif, copolymers containing the dithiopheneindenofluorene repeat unit
are synthesized, which extends the fused aromatic structure with two additional
phenyl rings, further rigidifying the polymer backbone. A range of copolymers
are prepared and their electrical properties and thin-film morphology evaluated,
with the co-benzothiadiazole polymer having a twofold increase in hole mobility
when compared to the IDT analog, reaching values of almost 3 cm2 V−1 s−1 in
bottom-gate top-contact organic field-effect transistors.
Over the last two decades, π-conjugated organic semiconductors have received significant attention from both the academic
and industrial communities, owing to their solution processability, tunability in structural modification, and potential for
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low energetic disorder, manifesting itself in unprecedentedly
low Urbach energies of the sub-bandgap optical absorption
and gate-voltage-independent field-effect mobilities. This has
been attributed to a remarkable backbone co-planarity that is
tolerant to any induced conformational disorder from the side
chains.[19] The structural design characteristics responsible
for this low energetic disorder arises from two main features.
First, in copolymers of IDT with co-monomers such as benzothiadiazole (BT), the conformational rotational freedom of
the aromatic units is restricted as there is only one potentially
torsion-susceptible link within the extended repeat unit of
the polymer backbone. Second, the dihedral angle at this link
is expected to be small due to negligible steric effects at the
linking single bond between the IDT and the comonomer unit.
This is facilitated by the flanking thiophene being able to adopt
a rotational conformer where the sulfur is in a syn position
relative to any CH bonds from six-membered aromatic rings,
minimizing any steric energy penalties in the planar backbone conformation. Building on these two molecular design
criteria, we have replaced the thiophene peripheral groups on
the IDT molecule with the larger benzothiophene to form a
diThiopheneIndenoFluorene (TIF) unit, shown in Scheme 1,
which has an even more extended planar aromatic core flanked
by thiophenes, and therefore further increases backbone
rigidity and coplanarity. Additionally, as a result of the reduced
side chain density along the polymer backbone, we expect there
to be an improved scope for short contacts between chains.
We have designed and synthesized a series of TIF alternating
copolymers with the comonomer units benzothiadiazole (BT),
fluorobenzothiadiazole (FBT), difluorobenzothiadiazole (DFBT)
and thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (TT ) (Scheme 1). All four polymers
in the series exhibited good solubility in environmentally benign
solvents such as toluene, confirming an appropriate balance
between the monomer rigidity and solubility, and were of a similar
molecular weight, as required for a valid comparison (Table 1).
Scheme 2 shows the synthesis of the TIF monomer: starting
from commercially available 1-bromo-2-chloro-5-fluoro-4-methylbenzene (compound 1), bromination afforded 1-bromo-2chloro-4-(dibromomethyl)-5-fluorobenzene (compound 2). Then
under acidic conditions, compound 2 was hydrolyzed to afford
the aldehyde 3. Compound 4 (ethyl 6-bromo-5-chlorobenzo[b]
thiophene-2-carboxylate) was the key intermediate for the synthesis, which was obtained by a cyclization reaction between

compound 3 and ethyl thioglycolate. Cross coupling between
compound 4 and 2,2′-(2,5-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene)bis(4,4,5,5tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane) afforded compound 5. After
hydrolysis under basic conditions and decarboxylation, the cyclization precursor compound 7 was obtained. The TIF scaffold
compound 8 was afforded by palladium-catalyzed cyclization,
the intramolecular cyclization was achieved by CH activation
of the methyl groups. Compound 8 was then alkylated with
hexadecyl side-chains to afford the TIF unit 9. Stannylation
afforded the monomer 10, which was then copolymerized with
a series of dibrominated monomers using microwave-assisted
Stille conditions to afford the polymer series, TIF-BT, TIF-FBT,
TIF-DFBT, and TIF-TT. The yield of each synthetic step is higher
than 70%, which is a significant improvement over the reported
synthesis of IDT.[21] We note that this versatile and high-yielding
direct arylation cyclization offers potential to be utilized in the
synthesis of other novel bridged donor molecules.
UV−vis absorption spectra were collected of the polymer
thin films (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) and the
optical properties are summarized in Table 1. TIF-BT, TIFFBT, and TIF-DFBT showed similar absorption properties,
with two maxima centered at around 400 and 570 nm, with
a shoulder around 540 nm. The absorption maximum of the
copolymer with TT was significantly blue shifted in comparison
to the electron deficient monomers BT, FBT, and DFBT, where
molecular orbital “push–pull” hybridization with the electronrich TIF monomer reduces the bandgap.
Density functional theory calculations of trimers of the
polymer series were modeled using Gaussian at both the
B3LYP/6-31G* and the wB97xD/6-31G* level of theory. In
order to simplify the calculations, the side-chains were chosen
to be methyl groups. For TIF-BT, TIF-FBT, and TIF-DFBT, the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is distributed over
the length of the conjugated backbone, while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is mainly localized on acceptor
unit. For TIF-TT, both the HOMO and the LUMO are predicted to be delocalized over the entire conjugated backbones
(Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). The ionization
potential of the polymers was measured by photoelectron spectroscopy in air and were larger than that of the corresponding
IDT copolymers,[21] due to the reduced impact of the electronrich thiophene unit along the backbone. Incorporation of fluorine as an electron-withdrawing group on the benzothiadiazole

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of IDT, TIF, and TIF copolymers.
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Table 1. Summary of the properties of the polymers.
Mn/PDI
[kDa/–]

λmax (thin film)a)
[nm]

Eopt.gapb)
[eV]

IPc)
[eV]

EAd)
[eV]

TIF-BT

56.5/1.47

577

2.0

−5.7

−3.7

Polymers

TIF-FBT

55.2/1.50

580

2.0

−5.7

−3.7

TIF-DFBT

49.0/1.51

573

2.1

−5.8

−3.7

TIF-TT

29.8/2.04

467

2.2

−5.5

−3.3

a)

Film absorption spectra from pristine film; b)Obtained from the onset value
of absorption in pristine film; c)Measured by photoelectron spectroscopy in air
(PESA) system; d)Calculated from Eopt.gap and IP.

unit slightly increased the ionization potential, with the lower
electron density counteracted by a potential increase in aromatic co-planarity between repeat units, due to the potential for
short S–F contacts. TIF-TT showed the lowest ionization potential and widest bandgap, due to its highest electron density in
the TIF polymer series.
Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
was performed on as-cast films (as used in organic field-effect
transistors (OFETs)) to provide insight into the thin-film microstructure of these polymers. Figure 1 presents the 2D GIWAXS
patterns, with 1D traces taken along the out-of-plane and inplane scattering directions provided in the Supporting Information (Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Similar
to IDT-BT,[21] TIF-BT shows weak crystalline order. A broad
π-stacking peak is observed out-of-plane (along qz) at a position of q = 1.55 Å−1 corresponding to a π-stacking distance of
4.05 Å closely matching that reported for IDT-BT.[21] A sharp
diffraction peak is observed in-plane at q = 0.35 Å−1 which
could either be a lamellar stacking peak (i.e., (100) peak) or

backbone stacking peak (i.e., (001)). A diffuse isotropic ring
is also observed at q = 1.4 Å−1 which is attributed to scattering
from amorphous chains. With fluorination to TIF-FBT and
TIF-DFBT, the scattering peaks become more prominent relative to the amorphous halo suggesting an increased degree of
crystallinity with fluorination. The π-stacking distance is also
observed to decrease slightly with fluorination to 4.0 Å for
TIF-FBT and to 3.95 Å for TIF-DFBT (Figure S5a in the Supporting Information). For the case of TIF-DFBT, two sets of
in-plane peaks can just be discerned in Figure S5b in the Supporting Information indicating that both lamellar stacking and
backbone stacking peaks are seen consistent with the increased
degree of ordering with fluorination. These two peaks are
closely located, but are easily resolvable by their second order
reflections with the second peak set having a first-order q value
of ≈0.31 Å−1, indicating that the lamellar stacking and backbone
repeat distances are quite similar. The improved packing of
the fluorinated derivatives can be understood in terms of the
reduced torsional angles (Figure S10 in the Supporting Information) between the fluorinated BT units and TIF units that
promote backbone planarity and closer π–π interactions. Similar to the case of IDT-TT,[21] TIF-TT appears to be more amorphous, with no sharp crystalline diffraction peaks observed.
In general, the TIF polymers are less well ordered than highly
crystalline polymers such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
and
poly[2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene]
(PBTTT). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements (Figure S4 in the Supporting Information) were carried
out on all four polymers; however, no thermal transitions could
be observed.
Complementing the GIWAXS analysis, we have investigated
the surface morphology of as-cast films of the TIF copolymers

Scheme 2. Synthesis of TIF polymers.
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Figure 1. 2D GIWAXS patterns as well as atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of thin films of the four polymers studied.

by atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of TIF-BT, TIF-FBT,
TIF-DFBT, and TIF-TT (Figure 1). As expected from the
GIWAXS data, the polymer surface does not exhibit any longrange structure or features consistent with a predominantly
amorphous polymer. The surface roughness for all four polymers is furthermore comparable with average roughness of
Rq = 0.64, 0.36, 0.46, and 0.66 nm extracted for TIF-BT, TIFFBT, TIF-DFBT, and TIF-TT, respectively. The resulting low
interface roughness paired with the amorphous nature of as-cast
films renders these polymers promising materials for large-area
thin-film electronic applications as the amorphous nature and
the absence of grain boundaries in as-cast films can lead to a
large degree of device uniformity. We studied the charge-transport properties of the novel TIF-polymers using bottom-contact
top-gate OFETs. To fabricate our OFETs, we used a special fabrication technique that leaves residual solvent in the polymer
film to passivate water induced bulk traps in the organic
semiconductor. We have previously shown that in particular in
amorphous polymers, water trapping in nanometer-sized voids
constitutes an important device degradation mechanism; passivation of these traps, on the other hand, could significantly
improve the performance of polymers such as IDT-BT, F8BT,
or DPP-DTT.[22] Indeed, we find that water-induced trapping
occurs in all TIF-copolymers, as evident by a fast and significant
device deterioration once the solvent additive is removed. Nevertheless, output characteristics for TIF-BT (Figure 2a), as well
as all other TIF-copolymers (Figure S6 in the Supporting Information) suggest that even with the solvent additive present, the
device performance is not ideal. For instance, the output characteristics of TIF-BT show a small degree of hysteresis and do not
scale according I D ∝ VG2 in the saturation regime, as would be
expected in a well-behaved field-effect transistor. We associate
this nonideal behavior to the exceptionally deep HOMO level of
all TIF-polymers creating a stronger driving force for a polaron
to interact with a water-induced trap; the solvent additive is,
hence, not able to eliminate this trapping mechanism as effectively as in the case for polymers with lower lying HOMO levels
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such as IDT-BT or DPP-DTT.[22] The aforementioned device
nonideality seems less pronounced in the transfer characteristics (Figure 2b), exhibiting sharp onsets and low off-currents.
The low off-currents can also be attributed to the deep HOMO
level of the polymers and the resulting low susceptibility to
doping from environmental species; this in turn results in high
on–off ratios reaching values of up to 107 for TIF-BT. We clearly
find that from the investigated series of TIF-polymers, TIF-BT
shows the highest performance with high on-currents of 0.8 mA
being obtained at VGS = −60 V. These current levels are among
the highest we have measured for any conjugated polymer
in our given device architecture (channel length L = 20 µm,
channel width W = 1 mm, and a Cytop dielectric thickness of
480 nm), higher than any IDT- or IDTT-based polymers. The
backbone fluorinated polymers TIF-FBT and TIF-DFBT, on the
other hand, exhibit less-impressive performance showing oncurrents of 0.1 and 0.06 mA, respectively. The polymer TIF-TT
exhibits by far the lowest performance with on-currents on the
order of only 100 nA. Here, we have deliberately compared the
on-currents only, due to the aforementioned nonidealities in
the device characteristics and the strong gate-voltage-dependent
mobility observed for all polymers from the TIF-polymer
family (Figure S7 in the Supporting Information). To be able
to give a meaningful but robust estimate for the charge-carrier
mobility of the TIF-copolymers, we have therefore fitted the
transfer characteristics using an ideal MOSFET-like model
according to:
ID =

µC i W
(VGS − VTh )2 (1)
2 L

where Ci is the gate capacitance and µ is the charge-carrier
mobility. Assuming a threshold voltage of 0 V, we fitted the
device characteristics to match the experimental data at a current of |VG| = 60 V and hence, we get a robust, lower boundary
estimate of the charge-carrier mobility. Using this method,
we extract charge-carrier mobility estimates of 2.8 cm2 V−1 s−1
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Figure 2. a–c) Output characteristics of a representative TIF-BT OFET (L = 20 µm and W = 1 mm) (a), as well as saturation transfer characteristics
(VDS = −50 V) for OFETs made with the novel polymers: TIF-BT, TIF-FBT, TIF-DFBT, and TIF-TT (b), and a comparison of TIF-BT with polymers IDT-BT
and IDTT-BT (c) with extracted charge-carrier mobilities shown in the inset. d) Absorption of TIF-BT films, measured by photothermal deflection spectroscopy. The solid line represents an exponential tail fit for extraction of the Urbach energies Eu.

for TIF-BT, 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 for TIF-FBT, 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
TIF-DFBT, and only 0.0006 cm2 V−1 s−1 for TIF-TT (Figure S8
in the Supporting Information).
Figure 2c compares the saturation transfer characteristics of
TIF-BT to the recently reported high-mobility polymers IDT-BT
and IDTT-BT. We clearly find that TIF-BT performs better than
IDT-BT in that it exhibits a higher ON current. For IDT-BT,
a robust gate-voltage-independent charge-carrier mobility of
1.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 can be extracted.[19] Considering the similar
onset of TIF-BT and IDT-BT OFETs at ≈0 V, this comparison
confirms indeed that our mobility estimate of 2.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
TIF-BT represents a robust performance figure. We also note
that the polymer IDTT-BT, which has previously been reported
to have a high performance,[23] shows lower on-currents than
both IDT-BT and TIF-BT in our device architecture and lower
extracted charge-carrier mobility when the strong gate-voltage
dependence, a late turn-on, and high threshold voltage are
taken into account. The molecular weight (Mn/Mw) of the
three polymers IDT-BT, IDTT-BT, and TIF-BT are as follows:
92.4k/284.5k, 75.6k/196.0k, and 56.5k/83.1k, respectively.
Generally however, we find a very weak dependence of performance on molecular weight for amorphous polymers such as
IDT-BT as long as Mn, Mw > 50 kDa. For all TIF-polymers, this
has been the case and we therefore would not expect strong
molecular-weight dependence.

Adv. Mater. 2017, 1702523

To investigate the impact of the novel TIF-core unit on the
polymers’ energetic disorder, we have performed photothermal
deflection spectroscopy (PDS) measurements on as-cast films
of TIF-BT. Figure 2c shows the sub-bandgap absorption spectrum of the polymer TIF-BT along with an exponential tail fit
used to extract the energetic disorder as represented by the
Urbach energy, EU. We find that TIF-BT has a low Urbach
energy of Eu = 31 meV, which is only slightly higher than we
previously reported for IDT-BT,[19] however, lower or comparable to other high-performing polymers of the IDT, NDI,
and DPP family.[24,25] Although it does not appear to impact
the overall current levels that can be obtained by TIF-BT, the
slightly higher Urbach energy can nevertheless explain why, in
contrast to IDT-BT, a gate-voltage dependence of the chargecarrier mobility is observed for TIF-BT.
Comparing the OFET and microstructure results, it is
interesting to note that while fluorination of TIF-BT leads to
closer π-stacking and a greater degree of crystallinity, such
improvements in microstructural order do not translate
into improved OFET performance. This is somewhat unexpected: the improved crystallinity is consistent with a more
planar backbone conformation possibly induced by S–F
interactions; this should have improved transport properties.
However, we note that other factors may also have to be considered, such as an increased susceptibility and formation of
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additional trap states in the fluorinated polymers. Furthermore, the slightly enhanced degree of crystallinity exhibited
by the fluorinated polymers may lead to decreased energetic
disorder. TIF-BT is likely to possess the right amount of
backbone planarity and rigidity, while retaining accessible
energy levels and a uniform electronic structure, to support
the highest mobilities.
In summary, we have shown that extending the aromatic
core of IDT to form the TIF repeat unit synthesized by an intramolecular palladium catalyzed CH cyclization strategy, leads
to an increase in charge-carrier mobility with respect to all IDT
family polymers. Similar to IDT polymers, TIF-based polymers
do not exhibit extensive thin-film microstructural order, with
charge transport expected to proceed predominantly along the
polymer chain with few interchain hops. Further optimization
of device performance is needed but our work demonstrates
clearly that linear extension of the rigid conjugated units is a
promising route for enhancing carrier mobilities in low disorder conjugated polymers.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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